Variable renewable energy (VRE) generation from wind and sun is growing quickly in Europe. Already today, VRE's power contribution is at times close to the total demand in some regions with severe consequences for the remainder of the power system. Grid extensions are necessary for the physical integration of VRE, i.e., for power transports, but they also have important economic consequences for all power system participants.
The Model
The applied methodology in this study is a power system model based on is appropriate to analyze variable resources, such as wind and solar energy.
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The structure of the overall system costs subject to minimization is 
139
The linear optimization is subject to restrictions which describe the proper- and time-step:
In the energy balance (equation 2), the electricity export (E in T ransmission (x, t)) 145 and feed-in to storage (E has to be discarded. If no excess production was allowed for, negative price 155 would occur. So in our model, negative prices are not taken into account.
156
This approximation is justifiable, as in reality negative prices occurred only 
where V RE includes wind on-and offshore, solar PV and also run-off river hydro power plants.
173
Technology specific ramping constraints, i.e., a speed-restriction for changes 174 in electricity generation, are included in the model.
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|E
The maximal power change pc i per technology is listed in 
Model Data
203
The cost assumptions and the technical parameters, shown in Table 1 Table 2 ). The model allows to 273 compute cost-optimal transmission grid extensions between model regions.
274
In the scenarios we study different levels of grid extensions. Addition of stor-275 age capacity, is not allowed in this study focusing on grid extensions only.
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We assume, that current storage capacities are installed in 2020, reflecting about six times more expensive than overhead lines (see Table 1 ). The sec- Table 1 ).
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Overhead lines are less expensive than cables (see Table 1 power, mainly nuclear, replaces peaking technologies such as gas, as can be 360 seen in Figure 4 (b).
Power Plants
361
The reduction in power plant usage is most severe in regions with high VRE 362 deployment and will create severe pressure for the conventional power plant 
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In the Base scenario, the base load is covered by nuclear and coal power 
Electricity prices and revenues
399
Not only power plant dispatch changes considerably with VRE capacity, 400 also the electricity prices are strongly influenced. wind generation and electricity prices can be observed, see Table 3 . Solar anticorrelation is reduced by about 50% in affected regions (see Table 3 ). Figure 9 shows the change in revenue due to VRE additions by country.
460
Regions with largest additions are most affected, as for example Germany, 
Discussion
In this study we apply a regionally-resolved, power system model to an- lower the average simulated electricity prices by more than 15% in 2020.
Utility owners will face drastic FLH reduction and higher wearout of their 500 turbines due to increased ramping if wind or solar capacity is built close by.
501
The oversupply of electricity in regions with large VRE capacity and insuffi-502 cient transmission capacity furthermore lowers the electricity price drastically 503 in these regions. In the current market structure, conventional power plants gies.
530
As a result, grid extensions are economically very advantageous for baseload 531 and VRE utility owners -a rather unlike pair. In the overall picture, a pow- The objective function, i.e., the total costs subject to minimization are
The most important restriction is the satisfaction of demand. All restric-
616
tions are valid ∀x and ∀t, if not indicated differently.
The following equations control the generation processes.
Power transmission is modelled as a transport problem. All equation are
Storage is described by the following equations, valid ∀x, t, ∀i ∈ I S . 
